Pictures of the Coding Session in Bad Schoenborn

19-21. August 2005

Participants:

- Florian Dingler
- Thomas Grasel
- Carsten Strotmann

Pictures

- Thomas with his Hardware Development Systems:

- Florian working on the Hex2Bin Converter:

- Carsten working on USB Floppy Support for USBTEST:

- Florian and Thomas trying to spot an error:

- Guess what this is?:

- Atari with USB Floppy:

- DeLock USB Floppy:

- AtariMax/ABBUC USB Cart:

- Florian hacking-in a CRC Table:

- USBTEST 0.5 Main Menu:

- USB Device String Descriptors:

- USBTEST 0.5 Floppy Menu:

- UFI Device Inquiry:

- Floppy Device Capacity Values, 2880 Sec * 512 Byte:

- MS-DOS FAT Disk Bootsector:
• MS-DOS FAT Disk Bootsector (Closeup):